Council committee
Council
None
Committee constituted by Council as per schedule 7, clause 30 (1)(a),
LGA 2002.
Committee delegated powers by Council as per schedule 7, clause 32,
LGA 2002.
The Regulatory and Consents Committee will comprise of six members.
Six weekly or as required
Three
The Regulatory and Consents Committee is responsible for overseeing
the delivery of regulatory services and statutory functions that fall with
the scope of, but limited to, the following legislation:
•
Resource Management Act 1991
•
Health Act 1956
•
Food Act 2014
•
Dog Control Act 1996
•
Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012
•
Heritage New Zealand Act Pouhere Taonga Act 2014
•
Building Act 2004
•
Freedom Camping Act 2011
•
Psychoactive Substances Act 2013
•
Impounding Act 1955
•
Southland Land Drainage Act 1935
•
Southland Land Drainage Amendment Act 1938.
The committee is responsible for hearing and determining regulatory
matters including but not limited to:
•

resource consents

•
•

public work requirements
objections against the construction of public works on private
land

•

objections to decisions made by the committee and/or delegated
staff

•

administration of Council bylaws

•

proposed variations to the District Plan.

Council delegates to the Regulatory and Consents Committee the
following functions:
Power to Act

a)
b)

maintain an oversight of the delivery of regulatory services
conduct statutory hearings on regulatory matters and undertake
and make decisions on those hearings (excluding matters it is
legally unable to make decisions on ie - pursuant to the RMA)
c) appoint panels for regulatory hearings
d) hear appeals on officer’s decisions to decline permission for an
activity that would breach the Southland District Council Control
of Alcohol Bylaw 2015
e) approve Council's list of resource management hearing
commissioners (from whom a commissioner can be selected) at
regular intervals and the chief executive be authorised to appoint
individual commissioners for a particular hearing
f) make decisions on applications required under Southland District
Council’s Development and Financial Contribution Policy for
remissions, postponements, reconsiderations and objections
i) receive and approve Council’s Annual Reports on dog control and
alcohol licensing
j) hear and determine objections to officer decisions under the Dog
Control Act 1996
k) hear objections and decide on matters under the Southland Land
Drainage Act 1935 and Southland Land Drainage Amendment Act
1938.
The Regulatory and Consents Committee shall be accountable to
Council for the exercising of these powers (Local Government Act
2002, Schedule 7, Clause 32).
Power to Recommend
The Regulatory and Consents Committee is responsible for considering
and making recommendations to Council regarding:
a) regulatory policies and bylaws for consultation
b) regulatory delegations
c) regulatory fees and charges (in accordance with the Revenue and
Financial Policy)
d) assisting with the review and monitoring of the District Plan.
Council authorises the following delegated authority of financial powers
to Council committees in regard to matters within each committee’s
jurisdiction.
Contract Acceptance:
•

accept or decline any contract for the purchase of goods, services,
capital works or other assets where the total value of the lump
sum contract does not exceed the sum allocated in the Long
Term Plan/Annual Plan and the contract relates to an activity
that is within the scope of activities relating to the work of the
Finance and Assurance Committee

accept or decline any contract for the disposal of goods, plant or
other assets other than property or land as provided for in the
Long Term Plan
Budget Reallocation.
•

The committee is authorised to reallocate funds from one existing
budget item to another. Reallocation of this kind must not impact on
current or future levels of service and must be:
•
•

funded by way of savings on existing budget items
within the jurisdiction of the committee

•

consistent with the Revenue and Financing Policy.

Matters that must be processed by way of recommendation to Council
include:
•
making operative District Plan changes
•
decision to notify the reviewed District Plan and make operative
amendments to fees and charges relating to all activities.
Powers that cannot be delegated to committees as per the Local
Government Act 2002 and sections 2.4 and 2.5 of this manual.
Delegated authority is within the financial limits in section 9 of this
manual.
This committee shall maintain relationships including, but not limited
to the following organisations:
•
Each of the nine community boards
•
Southland Museum and Art Gallery
•
Southland Heritage Building Preservation Trust
•
Emergency Management Southland
•
Southland Regional Heritage Committee
•
Public Health South
•
New Zealand Police
•
Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment
•
Alcohol Regulatory and Licensing Authority.
The committee will also hear and receive updates to Council from these
organisations, as required.
The committee chairperson is the authorised spokesperson for the
committee in all matters where the committee has authority or a
particular interest.
Committee members, including the chairperson, do not have delegated
authority to speak to the media and/or outside agencies on behalf of
Council on matters outside of the committee’s delegations.
The group manager, environmental services will manage the formal
communications between the committee and its constituents and for
the committee in the exercise of its business. Correspondence with
central government, other local government agencies or other official
agencies will only take place through Council staff and will be
undertaken under the name of Southland District Council.
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7.1

☐

Draft Keeping of Ani mals, Poultr y and Bees Byl aw

☒

☐

1

The purpose of this report is for the Regulatory and Consents Committee to consider a draft
Keeping of Animals, Poultry and Bees Bylaw (the ‘draft bylaw’). Staff are seeking feedback on the
draft bylaw.

2

It is proposed that the committee recommend to Council that it endorse the draft bylaw for
public consultation.

3

The Animals, Poultry and Bees Bylaw 2010 (the current bylaw) contains rules about keeping
animals such as pigs, horses, poultry, cats and cattle, and about animal noise. This bylaw does not
have any rules about dogs. Rules about dogs are in Council’s Dog Control Bylaw. The bylaw aims
to protect the public from nuisance and to ensure public health and safety. The current bylaw is
included with this report as Attachment A.

4

The current bylaw was adopted by Council on 30 June 2010 and is due to be reviewed by 30 June
2020. In 2012, Council adopted a dispensation to the bylaw for the urban zone Ohai, which
allows residents who live in that zone to keep animals not otherwise permitted by the current
bylaw. The dispensation is included as Attachment B.

5

Council staff have undertaken community engagement to help inform the content of the draft
bylaw. Feedback identified that the currently bylaw is working quite well, and that no significant
changes to the bylaw are necessary/appropriate.

6

The draft bylaw is included with this report as Attachment C. The draft bylaw is reasonably
similar to the current bylaw. The style and structure of the bylaw has been updated, and a slightly
different permit system is proposed. It is also proposed to revoke the dispensation for Ohai so
there are consistent rules across the District that are easy to understand. Other small changes are
discussed in the body of this report.

7

Staff seek feedback from the committee on the draft bylaw and the dispensation for Ohai. If the
committee recommend that Council endorse the draft bylaw for consultation, it will be presented
to Council on 4 March 2020 with the recommendation that it is put out for formal consultation.

Recommendati on

The current bylaw
8

The current bylaw contains rules about cats and various animals, such as pigs, horses, cats,
poultry and cattle. Provisions in the bylaw include where animals can be kept, how they can be
kept, how many are permitted, and provisions relating to animal noise. The bylaw does not have
any rules about dogs (these are in Council’s Dog Control Bylaw).

9

The current bylaw was adopted by Council on 30 June 2010 and is due to be reviewed by 30 June
2020.

10

Council’s animal control officers are not proactively monitoring for compliance and acting on
observed non-compliance. When a complaint is received, animal control officers will discuss the
issue with the person keeping the animal, and agree to a course of action. A follow-up letter is
sent outlining any agreement. If necessary, further action may be taken including writing a written
warning, or charging for time.

11

The current bylaw states that people can keep animals not otherwise permitted by the bylaw if
they seek a consent from Council under the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA). The bylaw
also states that Council can, in any particular case or cases, by resolution, dispense with rules in
the bylaw. In recent years, Council has been granting dispensations to individuals to allow them
to keep animals not permitted by the bylaw. People apply for a dispensation, and if the
applicant’s neighbours give their consent and an animal control officer believes it is appropriate, a
dispensation is given under delegated authority held by the chief executive or the group manager
of Environmental Services.
Requests made by particular communities for dispensation/changes to the bylaw

12

Since the current bylaw has been in force, three communities have formally requested changes
for their area.

13

In 2012, the Ohai Community Development Area Subcommittee (CDA) requested that a
dispensation be made to allow farm animals to be kept in the urban zone in Ohai. On 27 June
2012, Council adopted a formal dispensation for Ohai that allows people in the Ohai urban zone
to keep farm animals (such as horses, cattle etc) if:
 the animals are confined to the property
 the owner/occupier has given approval for the animals to be kept
 the animals don’t damage neighbouring fences or property.

14

In 2015, both the Nightcaps and Riversdale CDAs also formally requested that Council make
changes to the current bylaw. Nightcaps requested a tightening of the bylaw for its urban zone,
limiting the types of animals permitted and placing a restriction on the number of sheep.
Riversdale requested to amend the bylaw so it would better reflect the expectation of the
community. Council decided not to amend the bylaw in response to these requests due to it being
inefficient to review bylaws before their review timeframes, and given the commitments and full
work programme already set.

Engagement
15

Council staff have sought feedback on the current bylaw from a variety of sources. Internal
feedback has been sought, and staff have sought feedback from external stakeholders through:
 Facebook posts
 letters/emails to external stakeholders, including to vets, various animal-related clubs
(such as pony clubs, poultry clubs etc) and to agencies such as Te Ao Marama, Federated
Farmers, and Public Health South
 e-mails to community board members
 face-to-face conversations with people in towns throughout the District.

16

A number of people spoken to through these channels throughout the District were not aware
that there is a bylaw on the keeping of animals. People did however give their views on a number
of topics, and staff recorded over 100 responses about the current bylaw. Most of these
responses were generated from Facebook posts and from face-to-face discussion with people in
the District. A summary of the feedback received, is outlined below.

General support for having/encouraging bees in the District.
People reported problems with cats in the District, particularly with
stray cats. There was support for and against neutering, registering,
microchipping, and limiting the number of cats people can keep.
The larger proportion of feedback was that meat processing was
not a problem in the District, and that provisions were not
required. Others thought it should only be allowed in rural areas,
on larger properties, and that clean up and having a person with
appropriate skill were important.
Generally people supported a permit system allowing people to
keep animals not permitted by the bylaw.
There was a general consensus that there shouldn’t be pigs in urban
areas.
There was mixed feedback as to whether poultry should be allowed
in urban areas. Some people said they didn’t want roosters in
towns. Internal feedback was that roosters do cause some
problems.
People were keen to apply their own common sense, and to not
have overly prescriptive rules unless they are necessary.

The draft bylaw
17

Staff are seeking feedback from the committee on the draft bylaw. The draft bylaw contains some
general rules that aim to prevent nuisance, health and safety issues, the polluting of water ways,
and animal related noise. Specific sections in the bylaw also provide:
 rules outlining animals that aren’t permitted in urban zones
 rules about keeping poultry in urban zones
 rules about keeping animals in industrial zones
 rules about pigs
 provisions about placing limits on the number of cats
 provisions about placing limits on keeping bees
 information about buildings for animals
 how to get a permit
 dispensing power
 information about enforcement
 information about penalties.

18

Aside from the changes proposed below, the draft bylaw is reasonably similar to the current
bylaw.

In some sections, it is not clear To have sections outlining
Clarity, readability
where the rules apply (for
the general rules that apply to
example, which zone)
everyone, the rules for urban
zones, the rules for industrial
zones, and other specific
rules
There is a section on animal
related noise. There is no
general rules section

To include a general rules
section that states it is an
offence to keep animals in a
way that causes nuisance,
health and safety issues, the
polluting of water ways, or
animal related noise

To clearly identify the rules

The current bylaw refers to
obsolete provisions in an
outdated District Plan. It also
states that to keep animals
outside the bylaw, people have

A permit system is proposed
for people who want to keep
an animal that is not
permitted by the bylaw

The proposed permit system
is similar to the dispensation
system currently being used,
which has been working well.
Compared to getting a

that apply to everyone.
Clarity, readability

to get a consent under the
RMA. The current bylaw gives
Council the authority to grant
dispensations

consent under the RMA, a
permit system has a simpler
application process, is less
expensive for applicants and
is not subject to appeals

Refers to urban and industrial
areas in the District Plan, but
gives no practical guidance on
which towns have the zones,
or how to view them

To include an appendix that
lists the towns that have an
urban zone, and to state in
the definitions section where
industrial zones are. The
draft bylaw also includes
some guidance on how to
find the relevant parts of the
District Plan

For ease of use. Staff are not
proposing to include all of
the relevant maps with the
bylaw, as these maps may
change before the bylaw is
due to be reviewed

Does not include any rules
about killing animals or
processing meat

Making it an offence to kill
animals or process meat in a
way that is, or is likely to
become, a nuisance,
dangerous, offensive or
injurious to health

To try and prevent nuisance
and health and safety issues

The current bylaw applies to
all areas in the District, but a
formal dispensation has been
granted for the Ohai urban
zone.

Not including different rules To create consistency across
for Ohai in the draft bylaw.
the District. Staff believe the
bylaw would become too
complex and confusing if
different rules were
introduced for different
towns. The permit system
allows people to keep
animals not permitted by the
bylaw.

Cats
19

In the engagement undertaken by staff, feedback was received that cats are causing some
nuisance and health and safety concerns in the District. The draft bylaw does not propose any
new rules about cats as it seems most of the cat problems related to stray cats. The problems
would not be resolved by introducing rules about cats into the draft bylaw (as people do not
‘keep’ stray cats). The draft bylaw does allow Council to act (by requesting the problem be
remedied/by imposing a limit on numbers/by imposing fines) if a person is keeping cats and the
cats are causing nuisance or health problems.

20

If Council view it as a priority, it could request staff to collaborate/coordinate with other
agencies/the community to further investigate cat populations in the District. Any information
obtained could be used to inform amendments to the bylaw. Council can decide to review a
bylaw at any time.

Dispensations
21

If Council adopts the draft bylaw, it is proposed that existing individual dispensations will be
regarded as permits under the proposed bylaw. Only a small number of individual dispensations
have been granted.

22

If Council does not want to have a dispensation for the Ohai urban zone, as staff recommend,
the formal dispensation will have to be revoked. If this is to take place, prior to the dispensation
being revoked, staff would work with Ohai residents to identify the best way to transition to the
permit system. Staff believe it may be appropriate to re-issue permits for these residents under
the proposed bylaw, for free; provided there is compliance with conditions in the current Ohai
dispensation.

Making a bylaw
23

Under section 146 of the Local Government Act 2002 (the LGA), Council has the specific bylaw
making power to regulate the keeping of animals, poultry and bees. Under section 145, bylaws
can only be made for one of the following purposes:
 to protect the public from nuisance
 to protect, promote, and maintain public health and safety
 to minimise the potential for offensive behaviour in public places.

24

On this basis, in relation to keeping animals, Council does not have the power to include rules in
the bylaw relating to animal welfare or to protect wildlife. The focus of the current and draft
bylaws is to protect the public from nuisance and to ensure peoples’ health and safety.

25

Staff are proposing to consult on the draft bylaw using the Special Consultative Procedure
outlined in sections 83 and 86 of the LGA. This will involve staff preparing and Council adopting
a formal statement of proposal, having a consultation period of not less than one month, and
allowing people to present their views to Council in a manner that enables spoken interaction,
such as by having a hearing. Staff believe this consultation method is appropriate (in relation to
the LGA and Council’s Significance and Engagement Policy) as:
 people are very interested in the animals they can keep
 there are a lot of people impacted by this bylaw
 Ohai residents may be interested if the formal dispensation is discontinued, and
 people have strong views on the specific rules they would like for their community –
three CDAs requested changes to the current bylaw.
If Council endorse a statement of proposal for formal consultation, it is intended staff will make
the proposal widely available by running newspaper adverts and making the proposal available on
Council’s website and Facebook page. Staff will also encourage community boards to submit on
the draft bylaw by placing a reminder in the community leadership report, which is a formal
agenda item at all community board meetings.

Most appropriate way of addressing the perceived problem
26

Council must, before commencing the process for making a bylaw, determine whether a bylaw is
the most appropriate way of addressing the perceived problem or issue. Across New Zealand,
bylaws are the most typical method used by territorial authorities to address nuisance and health
and safety problems associated with keeping animals. Staff are aware of one Council that does
not have a bylaw, and instead relies on its District Plan and the provisions of the Resource
Management Act 1991 (RMA) to control the keeping of animals. Staff believe it is appropriate to
have the proposed smaller-scale rules on keeping animals in a bylaw, and that the District Plan is
the more appropriate tool to manage larger scale, more enduring practices relating to animals,
such as intensive farming. If people want to keep animals not permitted in a bylaw, it is also
much easier to have a simple permit process under a bylaw than obtaining a resource consent to
operate outside of the district plan.
Most appropriate form of bylaw

27

Council is also required to determine whether the proposed bylaw is the most appropriate form
of bylaw before it makes its decision. The draft bylaw has been drafted so that is easy to read and
to use. Staff believe the draft bylaw is only creating necessary rules, and that it is not overly
restrictive/prescriptive. The provisions in the bylaw allow Council to take action when nuisance
and health and safety issues do arise. The bylaw has been made in recognition that many towns in
the District are quite rural in nature.
Bill of Rights

28

Council is required to determine whether the draft bylaw gives rise to any implications under the
New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990 (the BoR Act), which grants certain civil and political rights
to people in New Zealand. In accordance with section 5 of the BoR Act, ‘the rights and freedoms
contained in the Bill of Rights may be subject only to such reasonable limits prescribed by law as
can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society’.

29

In section 146 of the LGA there is a specific provision that allows local authorities to make
bylaws on keeping animals, poultry and bees. Such a bylaw can only be made to prevent nuisance
and ensure peoples’ health and safety (s145). The LGA has been reviewed by the AttorneyGeneral for any inconsistency with the BoR Act. On this basis, the Attorney-General has already
assessed that any limits imposed on keeping animals to prevent nuisance and health in safety
issues, are reasonable limits. Therefore staff believe the provisions of the draft bylaw do not
unreasonably interfere with any of the rights in the BoR Act.

30

Staff have already engaged with the community about keeping animals and the current bylaw. A
summary of the feedback received is given in paragraph 16. Council is aware there has been a
preference to have specific rules for specific communities - three CDAs have made formal
requests to amend the current bylaw.

31

Staff will capture further community views through the formal consultation on the draft bylaw.
During the last review process for this bylaw (in 2010), one submission was received.

32

There will only be minor costs associated with reviewing the bylaw, including the costs associated
with staff time and advertising. The draft bylaw does not propose any significant changes to
operational practice within the environmental health team. Costs associated with reviewing and
applying the draft bylaw will be met within existing budgets.

33

As has been outlined above, the draft bylaw does propose some small changes:
 to how people get approval to keep animals not permitted by the bylaw
 removing the formal dispensation for people in the Ohai urban zone (people in this area
would now have to get a permit to keep horses, goats etc)
 making it an offence to kill animals or process meat in a way that is, or is likely to
become, a nuisance, dangerous, offensive or injurious to health.

34

In regards to enforcing the provisions in the draft bylaw, staff are proposing to continue dealing
with issues as complaints are received. This means that the current approach of not proactively
monitoring for compliance, will continue.

35

Council has a vision of ‘one community, offering endless opportunities’. On this basis, staff have
been careful not to be too restrictive, and to allow, where appropriate, people to have the
opportunity to keep the animals and enjoy the lifestyle they want.

36

The draft bylaw is reasonably consistent with, but not the same as, the bylaws adopted by
Invercargill City Council (ICC) and Gore District Council (GDC).

37

ICC places no limit on the livestock and the number of housed poultry that than can be kept in
urban areas, but the bylaw is drafted so limits can be imposed when necessary. ICC has more
prescriptive rules around killing animals and processing meat.

38

As is proposed in the draft bylaw, Gore District Council’s (GDC) animal control bylaw does not
allow people to keep livestock in town without a permit, and it places a cap on the number of
poultry that can be kept in urban areas. In contrast, GDC does permit horses and it places
restrictions on the number of bee hives permitted on urban properties (maximum of one).
GDC’s bylaw also has rules about pet rodents.

39

Staff have identified two practical options for how the committee could proceed:
 Option 1 – recommend Council endorse the draft bylaw (with any desired amendments) for
consultation in accordance with the Special Consultative Procedure
 Option 2 – recommend Council retain the status quo (the current bylaw). This option would
also require a consultation process to be undertaken.



easy to read and to use



does not refer to the outdated District Plan,
so brings the bylaw up-to-date



gives more clarity on where urban and
industrial zones are



helps ensure people do not keep animals in a
way that causes nuisance and health and
safety issues



is in line with some community views as the
draft bylaw sets rules to prevent nuisance
and health and safety issues, without being
overly prescriptive.



allows Council to take action when necessary



reasonably similar to the bylaws adopted by
ICC and GDC, which makes it easier for
people to know and apply the rules.



people may be familiar with the current
bylaw, and know how the dispensation
system works





helps ensure people do not keep animals in a
way that causes nuisance and health and
safety issues
is in line with some community views as the
draft bylaw sets rules to prevent nuisance
and health and safety issues, without being
overly prescriptive.



allows Council to take action when necessary



reasonably similar to the bylaws adopted by
ICC and GDC, which makes it easier for
people to know and apply the rules.



people may know the current dispensation
system and take time to adjust to the new
permit system



a more prescriptive bylaw may better
prevent nuisance and health and safety
issues



may not be supported by some people in
the District.



not very easy to read or use



refers to the outdated District Plan



does not help clarify where there are urban
and industrial zones



a more prescriptive bylaw may better
prevent nuisance and health and safety
issues



may not be supported by some people in
the District.

40

It has been identified that the recommendations made in this report are not significant in relation
to the LGA and Council’s Significance and Engagement Policy. Council has to assess the
significance of all the issues it considers. This includes assessing the extent people are likely to be
affected or interested in the matter. During the later stages of reviewing this bylaw, such as when
the decision is made to adopt the final bylaw, the degree of importance of this matter is likely to
reach the threshold of being a significant decision.

It is recommend that the committee proceed with Option 1 and recommend that Council endorse
the draft bylaw (with any desired amendments) for consultation in accordance with the Special
Consultative Procedure.

Staff propose the following steps to complete the review of this bylaw.

Report to Council seeking endorsement of a statement of
proposal (including the draft bylaw) for formal consultation in
accordance with the special consultative procedure
Formal consultation period
Report to Council presenting submissions and undertaking
hearings
Report to Council to present the bylaw for deliberation and
adoption.

⇩
⇩
⇩

The keeping of ani mals, poultr y and bees byl aw 2010

The keeping of ani mals, poultr y and bees byl aw - dis pens ati on for Ohai

The dr aft keeping of ani mals, poultr y and bees byl aw

7.2

☐

Combi ned Local Alc ohol Polic y

☒

☐

1

The purpose of this report is to seek recommendation from the Regulatory and Consents
committee (the committee) that Council brings the combined Local Alcohol Policy (the LAP)
into force with an operative date of 31 March 2020 in conjunction with Invercargill City Council
(ICC).

2

The LAP is included as attachment A.

3

In collaboration with ICC, Council has reviewed the LAP to confirm that the policy is still
relevant for licensing in the territorial boundaries of the two councils.

4

The Joint Local Alcohol Policy committee (the joint committee), with representatives from both
councils, was established in order to manage and oversee the review and adoption of the policy.
Delegated authority was given to the joint committee to act on Council’s behalf during this
process.

5

Nine submissions were received during the consultation period for the draft LAP, with the joint
committee holding hearings in August 2019.

6

After deliberating, the joint committee endorsed a Provisional LAP which was publically notified
for appeal from 4 November to 6 December 2019.

7

No appeals were lodged with the Alcohol Regulatory and Licensing Authority and subsequently
the LAP was adopted automatically by both councils on 6 December 2019.

8

The next step is for the LAP to come back to the two councils to make operative in accordance
with section 90 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (the act). The operative date
proposed for both councils is 31 March 2020.

9

If the committee endorse the recommendation in this report, Council will be asked at its meeting
4 March to invoke section 90 of the act which gives Council the power to bring the combined
LAP into force.

Recommendati on

10

Section 75 of the act states that territorial authorities may adopt a local alcohol policy. The act
allows two or more territorial authorities to adopt a single policy for their districts (section 76).

11

Council adopted the previous combined LAP with ICC and Gore District Council (GDC) in May
2016. The three councils were regarded as a single territorial authority with a single district for the
purposes of producing a LAP under the act.

12

Subsequent to GDC’s decision to remove itself from the joint review process, Council, at its
meeting on 18 December 2018, chose to continue, resolving to join with ICC to re-establish a
joint committee in order to review the LAP and confirm that the policy was still relevant for
licensing in the territorial boundaries of the councils.

13

In delegating its functions and powers to the joint committee at its meeting 10 April 2019,
Council gave the joint committee the power of decision throughout the remaining life cycle of
the LAP until its final adoption.

14

On 5 June 2019, the joint committee endorsed a statement of proposal, which included the draft
policy, for public consultation.

15

From 1 July to 5 August 2019 the joint committee consulted on the draft policy in accordance
with the special consultative procedure outlined in the Local Government Act 2002.

16

Nine submissions were received on the draft policy with four wishing to be heard in support of
their submission at hearings held on 28 August 2019.

17

The joint committee reconvened to deliberate on 26 September 2019 and endorsed a Provisional
LAP which was publically notified for appeal from 4 November to 6 December 2019.

18

No appeals were lodged and the combined Local Alcohol Policy was adopted automatically on 6
December 2019.

19

Overall, the provisions proposed in the draft policy were supported by submitters and comment
was made in support of keeping the ‘status quo’ as the previous LAP, adopted in 2016, has for
the most part, been viewed as functioning well.

20

However, feedback was also received via written and oral submissions, that the draft LAP put out
for consultation was not restrictive enough and did not do enough to minimise or prevent further
alcohol harm in the community.

21

The joint committee considered all submissions when deliberating and resolved to maintain the
proposals put forward in the draft LAP. The committee endorsed:


the provisions for sensitive premises proposed in the draft policy



the trading hours proposed in the draft policy (with an amendment to separate trading hours)



the discretionary conditions proposed in the draft policy

22

Council has complied with all legal and statutory requirements when reviewing, consulting and
adopting the combined LAP.

23

In forming the joint committee, Council delegated all of its functions under part 2, sub part 2 of
the act to the joint committee, with the exception of the discretion afforded under section 88 and
section 90. Section 88 gives the ability to discontinue with the LAP at any time and section 90
gives the power to bring the combined LAP into force.

24

Community views have been obtained using the special consultative procedure required in
section 79 of the Local Government Act 2012.

25

Costs associated with notifying the adoption of the LAP will be met within current budgets.

26

There are no changes to the licensing of premises for the sale and supply of alcohol.

27

The committee has two options on how it could proceed:
•

option 1 – the committee recommends Council bring the LAP into force on 30 March
2020

•

option 2 – the committee recommends that Council utilises the discretion afforded under
section 88 of the act and does not bring the LAP into force.



the consistent approach between councils,
facilitated by the combined LAP, is
beneficial for all alcohol licence applicants
and is promoted by the Southland Regional
Development Strategy



facilitates inter-council co-operation and
support which is beneficial for growth,
experience and understanding of the issues
for both councils, the District Licensing
Committee members and staff



the LAP results in more monitoring and
reporting. As it is not compulsory, it could
be considered as a further administrative
process to be undertaken (there is a cost
associated with the time staff spend on this)



is consistent with the previous approach
taken by Council



may give greater clarity on whether Council
assesses a LAP as the best way of minimising
alcohol related harm in the district



if Council chooses to discontinue the joint
process and apply a LAP to the district
alone, having only one council involved may
enable greater focus, without compromise,
on issues in the Southland district



this will contribute to greater inconsistency
in approach across Southland, which may
make it harder for alcohol licence applicants
and agencies and is less consistent with the
Southland Regional Development Strategy



this would mean Council was changing its
approach (from when the previous LAP was
developed and adopted, and from its
resolution on 18 Dec 2018)



a change in approach may be confusing to
the public



this may hinder inter-Council cooperation
and support



Council would incur all costs involved if it
chose to undertake a further review

28

The recommendation the committee is being asked to make in this report has been assessed as
not significant in relation to Council’s significance and engagement policy.

29

Staff recommend option 1 – that the committee recommends Council brings the LAP into force
on 31 March 2020 in conjunction with Invercargill City Council.

30

If the committee endorses the recommendation, it is intended that Council will be asked to
resolve to bring the LAP into force at its meeting on 4 March 2020.

31

ICC will similarly be asked to resolve the same operative date at its full council meeting on 3
March 2020.

32

Once both councils have resolved to make the LAP operational, it would take effect and become
enforceable on 31 March 2020

33

Regulation 19 of the act requires that Council give notice of the adoption of LAP, and staff will
be advertising in the following manner: The Advocate - 19 March 2020 and 26 March 2020;
The Otago Daily Times - 21 March 2020 and 28 March 2020.

34

If the committee endorse option 2, staff will include this recommendation in the report to be
considered by Council at its 4 March 2020 meeting.

⇩
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